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"EAST MEETS WEST" EXPERIMENTAL PHENOMENON
SIENNÁ RELEASES NEW CHILL-OUT
Sienná announces the 8th original release, Moon Rituals 月儀式, on
the day of Snow Moon Sunday, 9th february 2020 online worldwide.
Unlike her former studio albums, this new release essentially consists
throughout of chill-out songs – and all about the different phases of
the moon in the Japanese cultural context.

: Sienná
: Moon Rituals 月儀式
: Anneis Records
: 09.February 2020
: 3H50013
: Chill-out, Experimental,
Electro-Classical
: Digital
: 194660726018

TRACK LISTING:
1. Moonrise
2. A Hazy Moon
3. Wesak on Mt Kurama
4. Moon in the Water
5. Tsukiyomi
6. The Harvest Moon-Viewing
Banquet
7. Snow, Moon, Flowers
8. Crescent Moon
9. A Pale Morning Moon
MUSIC & LYRICS
PRODUCER
PERFORMER & PROGRAMMER

月の出
月朧
ウエサク
月の鏡
月読み
仲秋観月の宴
雪月花
月の剣
有明の月
: Sienná
: Sienná
: Sienná

Sienná goes back to her roots and have imaginative play with a
collection of music she grew up with on this album. She finds that
her hometown Kyoto, Japan and its local culture plays a big role in
her music, from composition to delivery. In combination with her
memories, fascinations and views as a person who now resides in
Norway – where she works as an on-the-rise songwriter and
producer – here´s the result that contains freshly squeezed 9 mood
boosters.
Sienná knows how to lead you down the most wildly unexplored
terrain of sonic-landscapes, and hopes the new album, Moon
Rituals 月儀式, will provide you a refreshing twist in your personal
playlist.
ABOUT SIENNÁ
As a Japanese expatriate in Norway and live-electronic artist who
has performed across Europe over 10 years, Sienná not only acts as
an unique innovator; but also fearlessly brings ‘no rules’ approach
to creating dreamy compositions through a command of the
avant-garde genre consisting of electronica, EDM, jazz, classical
and traditional-contemporary Japanese. This uniquely ambitious
artist is rebelling against the copycat music trend and quickly
emerging as an artistic medium, who can transcend the label of
“commodity” and become something much more sophisticated
and immersive.
Sienná is also known for collaborations with renowned artists
including Nils Petter Molvaer, a psychedelic jazz trumpeter from
Norway, Mick Karn, a deceased English bassist for the new wave
band "Japan", and The Crazy World of Arthur Brown, where she
performed as an opening act to the band in the UK on several
occasions.
Official web
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: sienna-web.com
: instagram.com/sienna_web
: facebook.com/siennamusic
: youtube.com/siennaweb
: twitter.com/siennaweb
: soundcloud.com/siennaweb

CONTACT:

Anneis Records Norway
anneisrecords@gmail.com
(0047) 45002431

NEW MUSIC VIDEO: A Hazy Moon 月朧

youtu.be/-_ZUR24-mLo
(Currently unlisted. Scheduled to go public on 09.Feb.2020)

